Extend Your Identity Provider’s Capabilities with Unicon’s Federation Gateway

Many Identity Cloud options are available today. Regardless of your choice Unicon can help with federation. It securely connects the right people to the right technologies at the right time by supporting 1-to-1 integrations between IdPs and service providers (SPs).

Federation Gateway can provide the missing functionality to enhance many cloud identity platforms providing even more flexibility. This cloud-based service bridges the gap between IdP and federation, enabling connection with identity federations such as InCommon, Canadian Access Federation (CAF), and eduGAIN.

Advantages of Unicon’s Federation Gateway
• Using the Federation Gateway, you can easily connect to the identity federation of your choice, allowing seamless set-up of participating SPs—you no longer have to add each SP individually.
• You can choose from a variety of attribute release policies, including releasing all attributes, releasing no attributes, and allowing the end-user to choose which attributes to release.
• The Federation Gateway is hosted in AWS and uses AWS technology to provide redundancy and scalability.

Why work with Unicon?
• Unicon can share expertise to help your organization manage and maintain the Federation Gateway in your environment.
• The Federation Gateway from Unicon can help provide identity management for your people, devices, and applications.
• Unicon provides Identity and Access Management knowledge that covers breadth as well as depth allowing us to not only assist with specific needs such as Federation Gateway but we can take a holistic view and guide our clients based on true needs.

Unicon’s team of Identity and Access Management (IAM) experts are ready to help you get started; contact Unicon at https://www.unicon.net/contact-us.